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Early Bird Photography Escapade in the streets of Old Delhi

INR 770 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Street Photography Lesson

3 Hrs 

Learn the basic techniques of photography

The lanes of Chandni Chowk

Conducted by a Professional Photographer

Experience Description 

"Photography enthusiast or an amateur? Wondering how those amazing street photographs are 
clicked? Confused and thinking where you can 
Well, Chandini Chowk is the right place for you and 
Anima Photo Walk and Tours 
 
We will start the walk at 7.30am sharp to get the most soothing light in our photos.
 
What you need to get?  
 
1. Your fully charged DSLr, memory card, & kit/primary lens.
2. A wide angle (18-55mm lens) if you have one.
3. Any other lens you may have and want to experiment with.
 
What will we learn? 
 
1. Camera Gears - We'll start with the Digambar Jain Temp
and how we can use them wisely in practice.
 
2. Backlit Shots - How we can shoot towards the light & work with silhouettes.
 
3. High-Shutter speed photos - These always attract us and make us think how the photographer
managed to freeze a motion of few microseconds. Water droplets frozen in mid
flying in the air and fast moving subjects standing still like a statue.
 
4. Frame Building - How to frame our shots in the strongest way so that your photos speaks 
before your caption does. 
 
5. High Dynamic Range (HDR)  
 
6. Short brief on memory management & editing photographs

Early Bird Photography Escapade in the streets of Old Delhi

Art & Culture > Street Photography Lesson 

Learn the basic techniques of photography 

The lanes of Chandni Chowk offer perfect subjects to experiment with these skills

Conducted by a Professional Photographer 

"Photography enthusiast or an amateur? Wondering how those amazing street photographs are 
clicked? Confused and thinking where you can go for a photo walk to explore the real Delhi? 
Well, Chandini Chowk is the right place for you and so is my photography walk that We

We will start the walk at 7.30am sharp to get the most soothing light in our photos.

1. Your fully charged DSLr, memory card, & kit/primary lens. 
55mm lens) if you have one. 

3. Any other lens you may have and want to experiment with. 

We'll start with the Digambar Jain Temple where we will learn about our gear 
and how we can use them wisely in practice. 

How we can shoot towards the light & work with silhouettes. 

These always attract us and make us think how the photographer
managed to freeze a motion of few microseconds. Water droplets frozen in mid-air, monkeys 
flying in the air and fast moving subjects standing still like a statue. 

How to frame our shots in the strongest way so that your photos speaks 

 

6. Short brief on memory management & editing photographs 

Early Bird Photography Escapade in the streets of Old Delhi 

offer perfect subjects to experiment with these skills 

"Photography enthusiast or an amateur? Wondering how those amazing street photographs are 
go for a photo walk to explore the real Delhi? 

so is my photography walk that We host via 

We will start the walk at 7.30am sharp to get the most soothing light in our photos.  

le where we will learn about our gear 

 

These always attract us and make us think how the photographer 
air, monkeys 

How to frame our shots in the strongest way so that your photos speaks 



 
Concluding the walk, we will be heading towards the most infamous paranthe wali gali to 
discuss our photos and learning on the walk. 
 
As I say - We don't click photographs, we make them. 

Price 

INR 770 

Price Inclusion 

Anima’s Fee 

Starts At 

Outside McDonalds, Chandni Chowk 

Extra 

INR 500-1000 for delving in the gastronomical delight of the delicacies Chandni Chowk has to 
offer and to enjoy the thrill of shopping in the by lanes of Old Delhi as well. Apart from that, 
water bottles and breakfast. 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers with DSLr 

Notes 

You can carry a Tripod/Monopod if you want (not necessary) - You can carry ND Filters (if you 
have, not necessary again), few memory cards and a cleansing kit for your lenses and cameras - 
Wear comfortable clothing and carry a water bottle along 

  



A Historical Walk and Photography Tour of Humayun's Tomb
INR 800 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography & Heritage

2 Hrs 

Learn the basics of photography with the Humayun's Tomb as your backdrop.

Lighting, composition, & time lapse will be a few of the techniques taught!

Conducted by a professional photographer

Experience Description 

The aim of the guided tour We host via 
elements of photography with one of Delhi's historic monuments as our backdrop. The walk 
takes us through the grand medieval structur
shall cover the tomb's own story as a silent witness to events from its birth in 1569 to pre 
Partition times. The camera lenses shall explore the architectural illusions employed in the grand 
structure of the Humayun's Tomb, and we shall place ourselves in the cultural aura of the place 
in the 16th century. 
A UNESCO World Heritage Tour, which also is the first garden
continent, it calls us to the era where Mughal emperors chose to be bu
We explore Humayuns via our cameras since it makes for an ideal location to experiment with 
lots of sunny, outdoor photography!
 
The important elements of photography we would be learning about are:
Landscape photography 
Composition 
Framing/ balancing objects in a frame
Lighting 
Formation of an image on the sensor.
Depth of field  
Slow shutter photography  
Fast shutter photography  
Time lapse 
 
(Includes Anima Fees and Chai) 

Price 

INR 800 

Price Inclusion 

Anima’s Fee 

A Historical Walk and Photography Tour of Humayun's Tomb

Art & Culture > Photography & Heritage 

Learn the basics of photography with the Humayun's Tomb as your backdrop.

Lighting, composition, & time lapse will be a few of the techniques taught! 

Conducted by a professional photographer 

host via Anima is to understand the basic yet extremely important 
elements of photography with one of Delhi's historic monuments as our backdrop. The walk 
takes us through the grand medieval structure of Humayun’s Tomb. With context to history, we 
shall cover the tomb's own story as a silent witness to events from its birth in 1569 to pre 
Partition times. The camera lenses shall explore the architectural illusions employed in the grand 

e Humayun's Tomb, and we shall place ourselves in the cultural aura of the place 

A UNESCO World Heritage Tour, which also is the first garden-tomb on the Indian sub
continent, it calls us to the era where Mughal emperors chose to be buried in paradise
We explore Humayuns via our cameras since it makes for an ideal location to experiment with 
lots of sunny, outdoor photography! 

The important elements of photography we would be learning about are: 

Framing/ balancing objects in a frame 

Formation of an image on the sensor. 

 

A Historical Walk and Photography Tour of Humayun's Tomb 

Learn the basics of photography with the Humayun's Tomb as your backdrop. 

 

is to understand the basic yet extremely important 
elements of photography with one of Delhi's historic monuments as our backdrop. The walk 

e of Humayun’s Tomb. With context to history, we 
shall cover the tomb's own story as a silent witness to events from its birth in 1569 to pre 
Partition times. The camera lenses shall explore the architectural illusions employed in the grand 

e Humayun's Tomb, and we shall place ourselves in the cultural aura of the place 

tomb on the Indian sub-
ried in paradise-gardens. 

We explore Humayuns via our cameras since it makes for an ideal location to experiment with 



Starts At 

Humayun's Tomb Ticket Counter 

Extra 

Nothing as such! 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers with DSLR 

Notes 

The following are required: A DSLR or a point and shoot (small digital camera). Please avoid 
getting phone cameras and tablets. A good pair of shoes. A water bottle. Plenty conversations to 
keep us both busy! 

  



Photography Lessons 
Lodhi Garden! 
INR 850 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography 

3 Hrs 

Learn the basics of photography with the Lodhi

Lighting, composition, & metering will be a few of the techniques taught!

Conducted by an avid photographer!

Experience Description 

"Everyone who lives in Delhi or has been here even once has definitely heard of the infamous 
Lodhi Gardens. However, most of us do not take the time out to go explore the beauty of the 
very city we live in. Here is a chance for you to explore Lodhi Gardens
you not only humorous company but also help you learn the basics of photography!
 
We will meet at the entry gate of Lodhi Garden (Opp. Indian Habitat Center). After a brief 
introductory session, we will go on to explore the length and
will use them to learn photography basics like 
 
1. Lighting 
2. Exposure 
3. Frame construction 
4. Camera controls 
5. Metering modes 
6. ISO sensitivity  
 
We will take the time to practice all of these techniques using t
gardens. We will have time to shoot as per our convenience and then exchange notes to help 
better our photography skills. The travelers will also get assignments to complete throughout the 
tour and then help them improve the
 
We will expand our knowledge on:
 
1. Lens basics 
2. Focusing modes 
3. Exposure settings  
4. Shutter speed  
 
At the end of the stroll (or even during), I would love to take up any query regarding 

Photography Lessons - Through The Unexplored Corner Of 

Learn the basics of photography with the Lodhi Tombs and gardens as your backdrop.

Lighting, composition, & metering will be a few of the techniques taught! 

Conducted by an avid photographer! 

"Everyone who lives in Delhi or has been here even once has definitely heard of the infamous 
Lodhi Gardens. However, most of us do not take the time out to go explore the beauty of the 
very city we live in. Here is a chance for you to explore Lodhi Gardens with someone to give 
you not only humorous company but also help you learn the basics of photography!

We will meet at the entry gate of Lodhi Garden (Opp. Indian Habitat Center). After a brief 
introductory session, we will go on to explore the length and breadth of this lush green spot. We 
will use them to learn photography basics like - 

We will take the time to practice all of these techniques using the tombs in the serenity of the 
gardens. We will have time to shoot as per our convenience and then exchange notes to help 
better our photography skills. The travelers will also get assignments to complete throughout the 
tour and then help them improve their shots by assessing them at the end of the tour.

We will expand our knowledge on:- 

At the end of the stroll (or even during), I would love to take up any query regarding 

Through The Unexplored Corner Of 

Tombs and gardens as your backdrop. 

"Everyone who lives in Delhi or has been here even once has definitely heard of the infamous 
Lodhi Gardens. However, most of us do not take the time out to go explore the beauty of the 

with someone to give 
you not only humorous company but also help you learn the basics of photography! 

We will meet at the entry gate of Lodhi Garden (Opp. Indian Habitat Center). After a brief 
breadth of this lush green spot. We 

he tombs in the serenity of the 
gardens. We will have time to shoot as per our convenience and then exchange notes to help 
better our photography skills. The travelers will also get assignments to complete throughout the 

ir shots by assessing them at the end of the tour.  

At the end of the stroll (or even during), I would love to take up any query regarding 



photography, and try being as much of help as I can! Let’s just go out there and have some fun, 
instead of wasting our beautiful sunrises and sunsets just sitting on out couches or loitering in the 
malls!" 

Price 

INR 850 

Price Inclusion 

Our Fee, Extra lenses for people to understand differences in the functionality of the camera. 

Starts At 

Lodhi Garden Entrance Gate Number 1 

Extra 

INR 500 for exigencies 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers with DSLr 

Notes 

Everyone must have a camera, tripod (if available). Dress comfortably and carry drinking water. 

  



Photoexpress at Delhi's Oldest City 
INR 770 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography Lesson

3 Hrs 

Learn the basic techniques of photography amidst the ruins of Mehrauli

The walk will also include historical facts, stories and anecdotes surrounding the tombs and ruins

Conducted by photography and history enthusiast

Experience Description 

"This photography walk We host via 
 
We will gather outside Qutab Minar's Entrance and start our historical and photographic journey 
to Mehrauli Archaeological Park (MAP).
 
Through the course of this walk, we will be learning various aspects of composition, the rule of 
thirds, exposure and shooting in manual mode.
 
We will pass through the Metcalfe's Folly, stumble upon areas and ruins that are still unknown to 
many. The park is said to have more than 80 monuments in all. We continue our walk a
number of tombs along the way and then head towards the Rajao Ki Baoli. After this we will 
enter the Mehrauli Market and will come to our last point to Gandhak Ki Baoli.
 
Carry your cameras, and get set to get clicking! "

Price 

INR 770 

Price Inclusion 

Anima’s Fee 

Starts At 

Qutab Minar Ticket Counter 

Extra 

No Extra Cash Required (we will not go inside Qutab Minar) its a walk in the park so no vendors 
are there 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers w/o DSLr,

Photoexpress at Delhi's Oldest City - Mehrauli! 

Art & Culture > Photography Lesson 

Learn the basic techniques of photography amidst the ruins of Mehrauli 

include historical facts, stories and anecdotes surrounding the tombs and ruins

Conducted by photography and history enthusiast 

host via Anima is all about History, Nature and Photography.

We will gather outside Qutab Minar's Entrance and start our historical and photographic journey 
to Mehrauli Archaeological Park (MAP).  

Through the course of this walk, we will be learning various aspects of composition, the rule of 
hooting in manual mode.  

We will pass through the Metcalfe's Folly, stumble upon areas and ruins that are still unknown to 
. The park is said to have more than 80 monuments in all. We continue our walk a

number of tombs along the way and then head towards the Rajao Ki Baoli. After this we will 
enter the Mehrauli Market and will come to our last point to Gandhak Ki Baoli. 

Carry your cameras, and get set to get clicking! " 

No Extra Cash Required (we will not go inside Qutab Minar) its a walk in the park so no vendors 

Amateur Photographers w/o DSLr, Amateur Photographers with DSLr 

include historical facts, stories and anecdotes surrounding the tombs and ruins 

is all about History, Nature and Photography. 

We will gather outside Qutab Minar's Entrance and start our historical and photographic journey 

Through the course of this walk, we will be learning various aspects of composition, the rule of 

We will pass through the Metcalfe's Folly, stumble upon areas and ruins that are still unknown to 
. The park is said to have more than 80 monuments in all. We continue our walk and see a 

number of tombs along the way and then head towards the Rajao Ki Baoli. After this we will 
 

No Extra Cash Required (we will not go inside Qutab Minar) its a walk in the park so no vendors 



Notes 

Carry any camera that you have, Be it a point & shoot or a DSLR. Take any prime lens. 

  



Bird Photography and Bird Watching Escapade to New Delhi 
Zoo Wetlands 
INR 700 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography 

3 Hrs 

Observe migratory birds and learn how to
them at risk. 

You need to learn about your subject 

Conducted by a passionate wildlife photographer!

Experience Description 

The aim of this tour that We host via 
photography in New Delhi. 
Believe it or not, Delhi sees over 800 species of migratory birds in a year. The bird photography 
and birding experience will be a great opportunity to observe these birds and learn how to 
photograph them without being invasive and without putting them at risk.
Bird photography is a totally different type of photography, where the knowledge of the subject 
is as important as the knowledge of photography to make incredible pictures. Even if you have 
the most advanced gear, but if you do not know what your subject is going to do or how it is 
going to respond, you will not be able to capture the moment. On the other hand, a beginners k
combined with the knowledge of the subject's 
moment flawlessly. At the end of the tour you will be able to understand your subject i.e. the bird 
while capturing some great shots.

  
What will you see?  
The tour would take place around the wetlands situated inside the Delhi Zoo. We would go 
around the water bodies, photographing birds like the Painted Stork, Rosy Pelicans, Common 
Moorhen, Northern Shovellers, Eurasian Pintails, White
Black Kites, Indian Pond Heron, Kingfishers, and many more!

 
What will you learn?  
I will be discussing in depth about the focal lengths, depth of field (or aperture), ISO settings, 
composition techniques, exposure controls, noise, various
control them in order to make the most of whichever camera you might be having. Also, I can be 
of help if you plan to invest in some equipment and are confused on how to go about i
What Camera do you need? A DSLR will be 
lens will get you the best results. Anyone with an advanced point and shoot or a bridge camera 
can also join in! One and all are welcome, regardless of the equipment. It'll be a great learning 

Bird Photography and Bird Watching Escapade to New Delhi 

Observe migratory birds and learn how to photograph them without being invasive or putting 

You need to learn about your subject - the birds - as much as you know about your camera!

Conducted by a passionate wildlife photographer! 

host via Anima is to take you through the basics of birding and bird 

Believe it or not, Delhi sees over 800 species of migratory birds in a year. The bird photography 
a great opportunity to observe these birds and learn how to 

photograph them without being invasive and without putting them at risk.  
Bird photography is a totally different type of photography, where the knowledge of the subject 

owledge of photography to make incredible pictures. Even if you have 
the most advanced gear, but if you do not know what your subject is going to do or how it is 
going to respond, you will not be able to capture the moment. On the other hand, a beginners k
combined with the knowledge of the subject's behavior would help you to capture just the perfect 
moment flawlessly. At the end of the tour you will be able to understand your subject i.e. the bird 
while capturing some great shots. 

The tour would take place around the wetlands situated inside the Delhi Zoo. We would go 
around the water bodies, photographing birds like the Painted Stork, Rosy Pelicans, Common 
Moorhen, Northern Shovellers, Eurasian Pintails, White-breasted Waterhens, Spot
Black Kites, Indian Pond Heron, Kingfishers, and many more! 

I will be discussing in depth about the focal lengths, depth of field (or aperture), ISO settings, 
composition techniques, exposure controls, noise, various modes on your dial, and how to 
control them in order to make the most of whichever camera you might be having. Also, I can be 
of help if you plan to invest in some equipment and are confused on how to go about i

SLR will be ideal, though not a must. A 200-250mm (or higher) 
lens will get you the best results. Anyone with an advanced point and shoot or a bridge camera 
can also join in! One and all are welcome, regardless of the equipment. It'll be a great learning 

Bird Photography and Bird Watching Escapade to New Delhi 

photograph them without being invasive or putting 

as much as you know about your camera! 

a is to take you through the basics of birding and bird 

Believe it or not, Delhi sees over 800 species of migratory birds in a year. The bird photography 
a great opportunity to observe these birds and learn how to 

Bird photography is a totally different type of photography, where the knowledge of the subject 
owledge of photography to make incredible pictures. Even if you have 

the most advanced gear, but if you do not know what your subject is going to do or how it is 
going to respond, you will not be able to capture the moment. On the other hand, a beginners kit 

would help you to capture just the perfect 
moment flawlessly. At the end of the tour you will be able to understand your subject i.e. the bird 

The tour would take place around the wetlands situated inside the Delhi Zoo. We would go 
around the water bodies, photographing birds like the Painted Stork, Rosy Pelicans, Common 

pot-billed Ducks, 

I will be discussing in depth about the focal lengths, depth of field (or aperture), ISO settings, 
modes on your dial, and how to 

control them in order to make the most of whichever camera you might be having. Also, I can be 
of help if you plan to invest in some equipment and are confused on how to go about it.  

250mm (or higher) 
lens will get you the best results. Anyone with an advanced point and shoot or a bridge camera 
can also join in! One and all are welcome, regardless of the equipment. It'll be a great learning 



experience for everyone. 
 
Tags - birding, birds in Delhi, bird photography. 

Price 

INR 700 

Price Inclusion 

Sherpa Fees 

Starts At 

National Zoological Park Entrance Gate 

Extra 

Food: INR 200-300 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers w/o DSLR, Amateur Photographers with DSLR, Professional 
Photographers 

Notes 

Outside food is strictly a no-no inside the park. Do carry a water bottle and sun protection, gear 
since we will be roaming around the park for majority of the time. Wear good walking shoes and 
comfortable, loose clothes of mild colours, nothing flashy. Fully charge your camera and backup 
and format your memory card! Avoid carrying your entire kit. Just your main camera body with 
the biggest telephoto lens you have. 

  



Better Than Grey - The Street Art of Shahpur Jat
INR 1500 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Street Photography Tour

2 Hrs 

Marvel at Delhi's quirkiest graffiti through its urban village.

Capture the works through your lens as we stroll through the market.

Conducted by a photographer and entreprenuer

 

Experience Description 

In the nooks and crannies of an urban village, artists from all over the world have transformed 
spaces with street art works of all sizes 
at. In this guided tour I'll walk you through these and enchant you with tales. In this South Delhi 
locality, known mainly for its fashion boutiques, a massive cat with a ball of yarn looks over 
people going about their daily business, a blue crane preens its feathers as shoppers scurry about, 
and boys look out from walls waiting for me and you to come by and have a chat.
This in city walk includes a unique shopping experience and sampling of various cuisines (at the 
traveller's cost). We'll have a great time sightseeing!

Price 

INR 1500 

Price Inclusion 

Anima Fee 

Starts At 

Shahpur Jat, near Asiad Village 

Extra 

0.00 

Suited For 

Creative people, photographers, artists, and students

Notes 

Dress modestly; avoid shorts and short skirts in the village. Mild sunscreen, flats/walking shoes, 
ideally carry a camera. 

The Street Art of Shahpur Jat 

Art & Culture > Street Photography Tour 

Marvel at Delhi's quirkiest graffiti through its urban village. 

Capture the works through your lens as we stroll through the market. 

Conducted by a photographer and entreprenuer! 

In the nooks and crannies of an urban village, artists from all over the world have transformed 
spaces with street art works of all sizes - from small stenciled pieces to 20-feet works to marvel 
at. In this guided tour I'll walk you through these and enchant you with tales. In this South Delhi 
locality, known mainly for its fashion boutiques, a massive cat with a ball of yarn looks over 

aily business, a blue crane preens its feathers as shoppers scurry about, 
and boys look out from walls waiting for me and you to come by and have a chat.
This in city walk includes a unique shopping experience and sampling of various cuisines (at the 

ller's cost). We'll have a great time sightseeing! 

 

Creative people, photographers, artists, and students 

avoid shorts and short skirts in the village. Mild sunscreen, flats/walking shoes, 
 

In the nooks and crannies of an urban village, artists from all over the world have transformed 
feet works to marvel 

at. In this guided tour I'll walk you through these and enchant you with tales. In this South Delhi 
locality, known mainly for its fashion boutiques, a massive cat with a ball of yarn looks over 

aily business, a blue crane preens its feathers as shoppers scurry about, 
and boys look out from walls waiting for me and you to come by and have a chat. 
This in city walk includes a unique shopping experience and sampling of various cuisines (at the 

avoid shorts and short skirts in the village. Mild sunscreen, flats/walking shoes, 



A mirage of tales through your lens 
(Old Fort) 
INR 700 per person 
Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography 

2 Hrs 

Experience Description 

The aim of this tour is to immerse ourselves into the stories and secrets of Delhi's oldest 
monument, Purana Qila, with our camera as our lens in to this ancient and magnificent world. 
'Purana' means Old and 'Qila' means Fort, hence 
 
Keeping the Old Fort as the backdrop, this tour will make you understand the basic elements of 
photography. Specifically the following 
picture, & silhouette photography with appropriate examples from famous photographers and 
their techniques to make process easier.
 
As we take a round of the monument, we will take a close insight into Purana Qila's history, 
which upholds many layers of interesting tales right from t
partition of 1947. The Qila also preserves remnants of its inhabitants in a museum located inside 
the complex. 
 
We end with the sunset (for those 
sound show in the Qila. The show, popularly known as 'Ishq
encapsulates the history of the 'Seven cities of Delhi' with songs by Kailash kher and Donn Bhat 
and is a perfect time machine to transport you to the bygone era.The tour ends with the show.
(Light and sound show is optional depending on the traveler's preference)
(The tour price includes only Sherpa Fee)

Price 

INR 700 

Price Inclusion 

Anima Fee 

Starts At 

Purana Qila Ticket Counter 

Extra 

INR 500 for exigencies 

A mirage of tales through your lens - Walk through Purana Qila 

The aim of this tour is to immerse ourselves into the stories and secrets of Delhi's oldest 
monument, Purana Qila, with our camera as our lens in to this ancient and magnificent world. 
'Purana' means Old and 'Qila' means Fort, hence the name "Old Fort" or "Purana Qila".

Keeping the Old Fort as the backdrop, this tour will make you understand the basic elements of 
photography. Specifically the following - Lighting, composition, exposure, depth, balancing a 

raphy with appropriate examples from famous photographers and 
their techniques to make process easier. 

As we take a round of the monument, we will take a close insight into Purana Qila's history, 
which upholds many layers of interesting tales right from the Pandavas (Mahabharata) to the 
partition of 1947. The Qila also preserves remnants of its inhabitants in a museum located inside 

We end with the sunset (for those amazing silhouette shots of the monument!) at the light and 
The show, popularly known as 'Ishq-E-Dilli' (Love of Delhi) 

encapsulates the history of the 'Seven cities of Delhi' with songs by Kailash kher and Donn Bhat 
and is a perfect time machine to transport you to the bygone era.The tour ends with the show.
(Light and sound show is optional depending on the traveler's preference) 
(The tour price includes only Sherpa Fee) 

Walk through Purana Qila 

The aim of this tour is to immerse ourselves into the stories and secrets of Delhi's oldest 
monument, Purana Qila, with our camera as our lens in to this ancient and magnificent world. 

the name "Old Fort" or "Purana Qila". 

Keeping the Old Fort as the backdrop, this tour will make you understand the basic elements of 
Lighting, composition, exposure, depth, balancing a 

raphy with appropriate examples from famous photographers and 

As we take a round of the monument, we will take a close insight into Purana Qila's history, 
he Pandavas (Mahabharata) to the 

partition of 1947. The Qila also preserves remnants of its inhabitants in a museum located inside 

mazing silhouette shots of the monument!) at the light and 
Dilli' (Love of Delhi) 

encapsulates the history of the 'Seven cities of Delhi' with songs by Kailash kher and Donn Bhat 
and is a perfect time machine to transport you to the bygone era.The tour ends with the show.  



Suited For 

Amateur Photographers w/o DSLR, Amateur Photographers with DSLR 

Notes 

Carry a valid photo ID and whatever camera you have because it’s going to be more what you 
see than how you see. 

  



A Photography Lesson 
INR 800 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography 

3 Hrs 

Click better pictures once you understand the technical side of things.

The session will be broken in to 

Conducted by masters in documentary photography

Experience Description 

The idea behind this photography tour that 
enthusiasts a better idea about the components of photography and things to keep in mind while 
making a frame.  
 
The technical bit of photography is what creates the m
learn it, you will be able to click better pictures.
 
We'll break the learning process in over three hours in the following manner
 
1) Theory - We'll spend the first hour understanding the meaning and types of p
types of cameras and lenses, the technical factors such as sensors, exposure (shutter speed, ISO, 
aperture), depth of field, white balance, light, image format, visual aesthetics and rules of 
composition. We will share some of my work to give you 
visualisation into a photograph. 
 
2) Practical - The next 90 minutes we'll spend going around the place trying to shoot, thereby 
putting into practice the discussion bits.
 
3) Review – We’ll spend the last half an hour loo
discussing things that work/do not work, problems faced and how to overcome them, etc. I’ll 
help you choose a long term project that you could do based on your interests.
 
I'll be happy to review your photos over t

Price 

INR 800 

Price Inclusion 

Anima’s  fee, a bottle of water/juice

A Photography Lesson - Technical Deep Dive! 

Click better pictures once you understand the technical side of things. 

The session will be broken in to - Theory, practical, and review. 

Conducted by masters in documentary photography 

The idea behind this photography tour that We host via Anima, is to give photography 
enthusiasts a better idea about the components of photography and things to keep in mind while 

The technical bit of photography is what creates the magic! It’s not rocket science and once you 
learn it, you will be able to click better pictures.  

We'll break the learning process in over three hours in the following manner- 

We'll spend the first hour understanding the meaning and types of photography, 
types of cameras and lenses, the technical factors such as sensors, exposure (shutter speed, ISO, 
aperture), depth of field, white balance, light, image format, visual aesthetics and rules of 

ll share some of my work to give you an idea about how to convert your 
 

The next 90 minutes we'll spend going around the place trying to shoot, thereby 
putting into practice the discussion bits. 

We’ll spend the last half an hour looking at your photographs and critiquing, 
discussing things that work/do not work, problems faced and how to overcome them, etc. I’ll 
help you choose a long term project that you could do based on your interests.  

I'll be happy to review your photos over the internet in future. 

fee, a bottle of water/juice/tea 

a, is to give photography 
enthusiasts a better idea about the components of photography and things to keep in mind while 

agic! It’s not rocket science and once you 

hotography, 
types of cameras and lenses, the technical factors such as sensors, exposure (shutter speed, ISO, 
aperture), depth of field, white balance, light, image format, visual aesthetics and rules of 

an idea about how to convert your 

The next 90 minutes we'll spend going around the place trying to shoot, thereby 

king at your photographs and critiquing, 
discussing things that work/do not work, problems faced and how to overcome them, etc. I’ll 

 



Starts At 

Lodhi Gardens 

Extra 

Snacks: INR 100 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers w/o DSLR, Amateur Photographers with DSLR 

Notes 

Please carry water and munchies, wear comfortable outfits and make sure your cameras are 
charged and memory cards are empty. Please keep yourselves hydrated. 

  



Photo walk Down Delhi's Alleys
INR 500 per person 
Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography 

3 Hrs 

Experience Description 

Through this experience, we can get the time to click away various alleys and streets that cover 
the central and northern part of Delhi
certain Mughal/Brit monuments in an around Chandni Chowk. We will
along. We'll then pass through Daryaganj, and further move to the North Campus Ridge, which 
is a lush green belt near the University. Here we will explore the Victory Memorial and the 
Kamla Nehru Ridge (Photographing Flagstaff, Cha
We'll hope it's a bright sunny day, so that we get good light, which will be apt for landscape 
shots. Old Delhi offers a flurry of different faces and that'll satiate your need for people 
photography. A lot of birds make the Ridge their home as winter arrives so I'd love to give 
travellers the joy of bird watching, in whatever little time we have.
Food, time permitting, we shall mostly devour at North Campus, since finding a proper place to 
stand for food in Chandni Chowk can be quite a task. Once in the north campus, we'll wind up 
the experience with a nice burger and coffee. And of course, a group selfie!"

Price 

INR 500 

Price Inclusion 

Anima’s  Fee 

Starts At 

Starts at Chandni Chowk 

Extra 

0.00 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers w/o DSL

Notes 

Just carry cameras of any sort, other than phone cameras.

  

Photo walk Down Delhi's Alleys 

Through this experience, we can get the time to click away various alleys and streets that cover 
Delhi. We begin the experience at Chandni Chowk by exploring 

certain Mughal/Brit monuments in an around Chandni Chowk. We will taste the food as we go 
along. We'll then pass through Daryaganj, and further move to the North Campus Ridge, which 
is a lush green belt near the University. Here we will explore the Victory Memorial and the 
Kamla Nehru Ridge (Photographing Flagstaff, Chauburji, Pir Ghayab's Maqbara along the way).
We'll hope it's a bright sunny day, so that we get good light, which will be apt for landscape 
shots. Old Delhi offers a flurry of different faces and that'll satiate your need for people 

irds make the Ridge their home as winter arrives so I'd love to give 
travellers the joy of bird watching, in whatever little time we have.  
Food, time permitting, we shall mostly devour at North Campus, since finding a proper place to 

ndni Chowk can be quite a task. Once in the north campus, we'll wind up 
the experience with a nice burger and coffee. And of course, a group selfie!" 

Amateur Photographers w/o DSLR 

Just carry cameras of any sort, other than phone cameras. 

Through this experience, we can get the time to click away various alleys and streets that cover 
. We begin the experience at Chandni Chowk by exploring 

taste the food as we go 
along. We'll then pass through Daryaganj, and further move to the North Campus Ridge, which 
is a lush green belt near the University. Here we will explore the Victory Memorial and the 

uburji, Pir Ghayab's Maqbara along the way). 
We'll hope it's a bright sunny day, so that we get good light, which will be apt for landscape 
shots. Old Delhi offers a flurry of different faces and that'll satiate your need for people 

irds make the Ridge their home as winter arrives so I'd love to give 

Food, time permitting, we shall mostly devour at North Campus, since finding a proper place to 
ndni Chowk can be quite a task. Once in the north campus, we'll wind up 



Introduction to Documentary Photography 
building photo narratives
INR 800 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography 

3 Hrs 

Includes a descriptive session on how to build a photo story

Build your photo story as we capture some amazing shots in the area

Deep dive into each photo story's inspiration and nuances

Conducted by an avid photographer!

Experience Description 

Narrow by lanes, a cluster of stores selling fashionable garments and accessories, hundreds of 
restaurants offering a wide variety of Chinese, Tibetan and Continental cuisine and a beautiful 
monastery in the centre of the settlement ornament Majnu ka TIla. Through eight 
Delhi, Majnu ka Tila has been my favorite place to spend time at. As a visual story teller, it 
enables me to share more ideas with you.
 
The three hour itinerary includes a descriptive session on how to build a photo story. You camera 
does not matter. The sense of visual composition takes a toll here.
 
We spend the first thirty minutes talking about our understanding of 
intend to approach it through photography. I'll share some works (digital or printed) to elaborate. 
By the end of this session, each of us will have a story to work on.
 
The next two hours will be spent shooting. I will visit each one of you at your workspace during 
this session wherein we can talk and make things work better.
 
We will look and critique the work done i
worked, things that did not work. How could ideas be improvised about, How can framing be 
made better. And the like. I'll also talk a little about how to write your project brief.
The prime objective of the tour is to introduce documentary photography and it will emphasize 
more on the thought process in making a photograph. What it takes to be able to tell a photo 
story. 

Price 

INR 800 

Introduction to Documentary Photography - an insight in 
building photo narratives 

a descriptive session on how to build a photo story 

Build your photo story as we capture some amazing shots in the area 

Deep dive into each photo story's inspiration and nuances 

Conducted by an avid photographer! 

, a cluster of stores selling fashionable garments and accessories, hundreds of 
restaurants offering a wide variety of Chinese, Tibetan and Continental cuisine and a beautiful 
monastery in the centre of the settlement ornament Majnu ka TIla. Through eight 
Delhi, Majnu ka Tila has been my favorite place to spend time at. As a visual story teller, it 
enables me to share more ideas with you. 

The three hour itinerary includes a descriptive session on how to build a photo story. You camera 
matter. The sense of visual composition takes a toll here. 

We spend the first thirty minutes talking about our understanding of storytelling 
intend to approach it through photography. I'll share some works (digital or printed) to elaborate. 

y the end of this session, each of us will have a story to work on. 

The next two hours will be spent shooting. I will visit each one of you at your workspace during 
this session wherein we can talk and make things work better. 

he work done in the last thirty minutes, We'll talk about things that 
worked, things that did not work. How could ideas be improvised about, How can framing be 
made better. And the like. I'll also talk a little about how to write your project brief.

me objective of the tour is to introduce documentary photography and it will emphasize 
more on the thought process in making a photograph. What it takes to be able to tell a photo 

an insight in 

, a cluster of stores selling fashionable garments and accessories, hundreds of 
restaurants offering a wide variety of Chinese, Tibetan and Continental cuisine and a beautiful 
monastery in the centre of the settlement ornament Majnu ka TIla. Through eight years in New 
Delhi, Majnu ka Tila has been my favorite place to spend time at. As a visual story teller, it 

The three hour itinerary includes a descriptive session on how to build a photo story. You camera 

 and how we 
intend to approach it through photography. I'll share some works (digital or printed) to elaborate. 

The next two hours will be spent shooting. I will visit each one of you at your workspace during 

the last thirty minutes, We'll talk about things that 
worked, things that did not work. How could ideas be improvised about, How can framing be 
made better. And the like. I'll also talk a little about how to write your project brief. 

me objective of the tour is to introduce documentary photography and it will emphasize 
more on the thought process in making a photograph. What it takes to be able to tell a photo 



Price Inclusion 

Anima’s Fees. 

Starts At 

Outside Gurudwara Majnu Ka Tila 

Extra 

An amount sufficient to be able to take care of the travelling and evening snack at a local eatery 
at Majnu ka Tila. 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers w/o DSRLR, Amateur Photographers with DSLR, Professional 
Photographers 

Notes 

Please carry yourselves in the most comfortable outfit and bring your supplies of water and 
munchies. Please keep yourselves hydrated. 

  



Guided Walk At Majnu ka Tila 
photography! 
INR 800 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography 

3 Hrs 

Get an all in one introduction to Majnu Ka Tila on this food and heritage walk.

Walk by the narrow by lanes
souvenirs, and edibles! 

Walk is conducted by a photography and history buff!

Experience Description 

The aim of the heritage walk that We host via Anim
Majnu Ka Tila, a settlement you didn't know existed in Delhi. From the history and culture of the 
place to an insight into their (Tibetan) food, we'll talk and eat it all, while we click photos of this 
new stream of life we are introduced to.
 
Up in the Northern part of Delhi is Majnu ka Tila, a small yet vibrant community of Tibetan 
people. They’ve carved out a space for themselves an
unique aesthetic. Narrow by lanes
souvenirs and edibles; tens of restaurants offering a wide variety of Tibetan, Chinese and 
Continental cuisine and a beautiful monastery in the centre of the
Tila.  
 
We'll meet at the Gurudwara Majnu ka Tila Sahib and walk towards Samyeling, the Tibetan 
settlement at Majnu ka Tila.  
 
Through the three hours in the vicinity 
 
- History - History of Majnu Ka Tila
 
- Current Affairs - The Tibetan homeland and their current state of being.
 
- Food - Based on our food preferences we'll head to a eatery where you shall eat
Tibetan cuisine. The Tibetan cuisine includes some sumptuous vegetarian 
 
- Photography - We'll also help you photo
how we approach it through photography. By th
photo-story. 
 

Guided Walk At Majnu ka Tila - History, food and 

Get an all in one introduction to Majnu Ka Tila on this food and heritage walk.

by lanes, a cluster of stores selling the latest fashion, accessories, 

Walk is conducted by a photography and history buff! 

aim of the heritage walk that We host via Anima is to give you an all in one introduction to 
Majnu Ka Tila, a settlement you didn't know existed in Delhi. From the history and culture of the 

betan) food, we'll talk and eat it all, while we click photos of this 
new stream of life we are introduced to. 

Up in the Northern part of Delhi is Majnu ka Tila, a small yet vibrant community of Tibetan 
people. They’ve carved out a space for themselves and bring to our city a new cuisine, and a 

by lanes, a cluster of stores selling the latest fashion, accessories, 
souvenirs and edibles; tens of restaurants offering a wide variety of Tibetan, Chinese and 

utiful monastery in the centre of the settlement ornament Majnu ka 

We'll meet at the Gurudwara Majnu ka Tila Sahib and walk towards Samyeling, the Tibetan 

Through the three hours in the vicinity We'll explore the following - 

History of Majnu Ka Tila  

The Tibetan homeland and their current state of being.  

Based on our food preferences we'll head to a eatery where you shall eat
. The Tibetan cuisine includes some sumptuous vegetarian delights too.

'll also help you photo-document the excursion talking about 
how we approach it through photography. By the end of this session, each of us will have a brief 

Get an all in one introduction to Majnu Ka Tila on this food and heritage walk. 

, a cluster of stores selling the latest fashion, accessories, 

a is to give you an all in one introduction to 
Majnu Ka Tila, a settlement you didn't know existed in Delhi. From the history and culture of the 

betan) food, we'll talk and eat it all, while we click photos of this 

Up in the Northern part of Delhi is Majnu ka Tila, a small yet vibrant community of Tibetan 
d bring to our city a new cuisine, and a 

, a cluster of stores selling the latest fashion, accessories, 
souvenirs and edibles; tens of restaurants offering a wide variety of Tibetan, Chinese and 

settlement ornament Majnu ka 

We'll meet at the Gurudwara Majnu ka Tila Sahib and walk towards Samyeling, the Tibetan 

Based on our food preferences we'll head to a eatery where you shall eat the appetizing 
delights too. 

document the excursion talking about storytelling and 
e end of this session, each of us will have a brief 



We will look and critique the photos in the last fifteen minutes, sipping on the TIbetan tea or the 
divine carrot cake at the tranquil Ama Cafe run by the most charming women.  
 
Through eight years in New Delhi, Majnu ka Tila has been my favorite place to spend time at. 
As a visual story teller, it enables me to share more ideas with you. 

Price 

INR 800 

Price Inclusion 

Anima’s Fee 

Starts At 

Outside Gurudwara Majnu ka Tila Sahib 

Extra 

200-500 for the food and travel, and souvenir, if you wish to get one 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers w/o DSLR, Amateur Photographers with DSLR, Professional 
Photographers 

Notes 

Please carry yourselves in the most comfortable outfit and bring your supplies of water. Please 
keep yourselves hydrated. 

  



Photography - Playing with the light at Safdarjung's Tomb
INR 1000 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography 

3 Hrs 

An enriching and long lasting photography workshop in the heart of Delhi.

Explore the Safdarjung Tomb through photographs you click on this guided tour and lesson.

The tour focuses on photography under different light situations 
dark spots. 

Experience Description 

Get ready to immerse yourself in the world of photography on this photography workshop in 
Delhi! We endeavor to make your photography learning experience an enriching and long lasting 
one!  
 
This photography workshop will ensure that you get ample opportun
times it gets daunting to shoot with contrasting lights, shadows and at dark spots. Safdarjung 
Tomb is a perfect location to play with such tough situations. It also gives an opportunity to 
shoot heritage architecture where you c
on this photography workshop. 
 
You have to carry your DSLR. We
you don't have one, you can rent one from shops in Lajpat Nagar 
90593 / 011 4171 9100). They charge INR 600 onwards for a lens.
 
You will learn: 
 
1. Learn to shoot in varying light conditions
2. How to put sunlight in your favour where most people fail
3. Shoot against the sun light 
4. How to create non cliche shots of heritage architecture.
5. Learn to be creative with outdoor shots
6. Indoor shoot with varying light conditions (mix of shadows and bright light)
7. Difference between light control of Aperture and Shutter and where and how to use to your
advantage 
8. High Dynamic Range (HDR) 
9. White balance 
10. Learn to be creative with depth of field (DOF)
 
 

Playing with the light at Safdarjung's Tomb

An enriching and long lasting photography workshop in the heart of Delhi. 

Safdarjung Tomb through photographs you click on this guided tour and lesson.

on photography under different light situations - Contrasting, shadows, and 

Get ready to immerse yourself in the world of photography on this photography workshop in 
to make your photography learning experience an enriching and long lasting 

This photography workshop will ensure that you get ample opportunity to play with light. At 
times it gets daunting to shoot with contrasting lights, shadows and at dark spots. Safdarjung 
Tomb is a perfect location to play with such tough situations. It also gives an opportunity to 
shoot heritage architecture where you can explore and hone your imaginative photography skills 

 

We would advise carrying a wide angle lens and a tele lens. If 
you don't have one, you can rent one from shops in Lajpat Nagar - Camera On Re
90593 / 011 4171 9100). They charge INR 600 onwards for a lens.  

1. Learn to shoot in varying light conditions 
2. How to put sunlight in your favour where most people fail  

n cliche shots of heritage architecture. 
5. Learn to be creative with outdoor shots 
6. Indoor shoot with varying light conditions (mix of shadows and bright light) 
7. Difference between light control of Aperture and Shutter and where and how to use to your

 

10. Learn to be creative with depth of field (DOF) 

Playing with the light at Safdarjung's Tomb 

Safdarjung Tomb through photographs you click on this guided tour and lesson. 

Contrasting, shadows, and 

Get ready to immerse yourself in the world of photography on this photography workshop in 
to make your photography learning experience an enriching and long lasting 

ity to play with light. At 
times it gets daunting to shoot with contrasting lights, shadows and at dark spots. Safdarjung 
Tomb is a perfect location to play with such tough situations. It also gives an opportunity to 

an explore and hone your imaginative photography skills 

would advise carrying a wide angle lens and a tele lens. If 
Camera On Rent (Ph: 070427 

 
7. Difference between light control of Aperture and Shutter and where and how to use to your 



Price 

INR 1000 

Price Inclusion 

Printed notes on the skills learnt for later reference, entry fee and a bottle of water. 

Starts At 

Outside Safdarjung Tomb Main Entrance 

Extra 

No tripods allowed 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers w/o DSLR, Amateur Photographers with DSLR, Professional 
Photographers 

Notes 

Get your DSLR camera and lenses. Make sure the memory is available and battery is fully 
charged. Good to keep a spare memory card and battery if you have one. 

  



Explore Lodhi Gardens with your camera 
INR 599 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography 

2 Hrs 

Unleash the inner photographer in your child 
majestic Lodhi Gardens! 

Conducted by a professional photographer who is fond of kids

The experience is best suited for kids of age 12

Experience Description 

The tour that We host via Anima is a basic photography lesson best suited for kids(12
of age) at one of the most iconic and amazing locations in Delhi 
 
Summers are here, and so are summer vacations! Discover the inner photographer and artist 
within your child via this photography workshop through the Lodhi Gardens.
 
Early morning timings will provide the best lighting conditions while the
Lodhi Gardens will provide excellent subjects to click pictures.
 
I will be discussing in depth about the focal lengths, depth of field (or aperture), ISO settings, 
composition techniques, exposure controls, noise, various modes on
control them in order to make the most of whichever camera you might be having.
 
Also, I can be of help if you plan to invest in some equipment and are confused on how to go 
about it.  
What Camera do you need? A DSLR will be ideal, 
lens will get you the best results.
 
Anyone with an advanced point and shoot or a bridge camera can also join in! One and all are 
welcome, regardless of the equipment. It'll be a great learning experience for eve

Price 

INR 599 

Price Inclusion 

Anima Fees 

Starts At 

Lodhi Gardens, Gate no. 1 

Explore Lodhi Gardens with your camera - Kids(12-17 years)

Unleash the inner photographer in your child - learn photography with a backdrop of the 

Conducted by a professional photographer who is fond of kids. 

The experience is best suited for kids of age 12-17 years 

a is a basic photography lesson best suited for kids(12
of age) at one of the most iconic and amazing locations in Delhi - The Lodhi Gardens!

Summers are here, and so are summer vacations! Discover the inner photographer and artist 
within your child via this photography workshop through the Lodhi Gardens.  

Early morning timings will provide the best lighting conditions while the backdrop of lush green 
Lodhi Gardens will provide excellent subjects to click pictures.  

I will be discussing in depth about the focal lengths, depth of field (or aperture), ISO settings, 
composition techniques, exposure controls, noise, various modes on your dial, and how to 
control them in order to make the most of whichever camera you might be having.

Also, I can be of help if you plan to invest in some equipment and are confused on how to go 

SLR will be ideal, though not a must. A 200-250mm (or higher) 
lens will get you the best results.  

Anyone with an advanced point and shoot or a bridge camera can also join in! One and all are 
welcome, regardless of the equipment. It'll be a great learning experience for eve

17 years) 

learn photography with a backdrop of the 

a is a basic photography lesson best suited for kids(12-17 years 
Lodhi Gardens! 

Summers are here, and so are summer vacations! Discover the inner photographer and artist 

backdrop of lush green 

I will be discussing in depth about the focal lengths, depth of field (or aperture), ISO settings, 
your dial, and how to 

control them in order to make the most of whichever camera you might be having.  

Also, I can be of help if you plan to invest in some equipment and are confused on how to go 

250mm (or higher) 

Anyone with an advanced point and shoot or a bridge camera can also join in! One and all are 
welcome, regardless of the equipment. It'll be a great learning experience for everyone. 



Extra 

Please carry extra amount in case you would like to have breakfast nearby 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers w/o DSLR, Amateur Photographers with DSLR, Professional 
Photographers 

Notes 

Please carry water/beverages to keep yourself hydrated 

  



Bird Photography Lesson at Okhla Bird Sanctuary
INR 799 per person 

Highlights : 
Art & Culture > Photography 

3 Hrs 

Okhla Bird sanctuary is a haven for over 300 bird species, especially 

Suited for photographers of all skill levels.

Chance to see eagles, barbets, warblers, kingfishers, bee
ducks, other wading birds and some 

Experience Description 

This is a guided Delhi photography walk 
for its migratory as well as resident birds. The Okhla Bird sanctuary is a haven for over 300 bird 
species, especially water birds.  
 
Photographers of all skill levels are welcome. Main focus in this tour will be to show various 
bird species and provide photo opportunities to you. We will also go through some photography 
tips and pointers specifically related to bird photog
welcome. 
 
At the Okhla Bird Sanctuary will be on the lookout for eagles, barbets, warblers, kingfishers, 
bee-eaters, sun birds, starlings, storks, ducks, other wading birds and also keep an eye out for 
some exotic butterflies. November to March is the best time for migratory birds but we do see 
some birds trickling in from late September and early October onwards.
 
Inside the park we will walk on different trails which are good for spotting different kinds of 
birds and we'll also make a stop on the watch towers, which gives a 360 degree view of the 
Okhla Bird sanctuary. 
 
After the walk we will head to some place to grab coffee or breakfast and have a photo review 
session where we will discuss the outcomes, learnin
birds during the walk at Okhla Bird sanctuary.
 
Be respectful of wildlife and "take only pictures, leave only footprints".

Price 

INR 799 

Price Inclusion 

Anima Fees, Bird Card for spotting and identification

Bird Photography Lesson at Okhla Bird Sanctuary 

Bird sanctuary is a haven for over 300 bird species, especially water birds

Suited for photographers of all skill levels. 

Chance to see eagles, barbets, warblers, kingfishers, bee-eaters, sun birds, starlings, storks, 
ducks, other wading birds and some exotic butterflies. 

This is a guided Delhi photography walk We host via Anima to Okhla Bird Sanctuary, famous 
for its migratory as well as resident birds. The Okhla Bird sanctuary is a haven for over 300 bird 

 

Photographers of all skill levels are welcome. Main focus in this tour will be to show various 
bird species and provide photo opportunities to you. We will also go through some photography 
tips and pointers specifically related to bird photography. Questions on this topic are more than 

At the Okhla Bird Sanctuary will be on the lookout for eagles, barbets, warblers, kingfishers, 
eaters, sun birds, starlings, storks, ducks, other wading birds and also keep an eye out for 

ic butterflies. November to March is the best time for migratory birds but we do see 
some birds trickling in from late September and early October onwards. 

Inside the park we will walk on different trails which are good for spotting different kinds of 
ds and we'll also make a stop on the watch towers, which gives a 360 degree view of the 

After the walk we will head to some place to grab coffee or breakfast and have a photo review 
session where we will discuss the outcomes, learning and challenges faced while photographing 
birds during the walk at Okhla Bird sanctuary.  

Be respectful of wildlife and "take only pictures, leave only footprints". 

a Fees, Bird Card for spotting and identification 

water birds. 

eaters, sun birds, starlings, storks, 

a to Okhla Bird Sanctuary, famous 
for its migratory as well as resident birds. The Okhla Bird sanctuary is a haven for over 300 bird 

Photographers of all skill levels are welcome. Main focus in this tour will be to show various 
bird species and provide photo opportunities to you. We will also go through some photography 

raphy. Questions on this topic are more than 

At the Okhla Bird Sanctuary will be on the lookout for eagles, barbets, warblers, kingfishers, 
eaters, sun birds, starlings, storks, ducks, other wading birds and also keep an eye out for 

ic butterflies. November to March is the best time for migratory birds but we do see 

Inside the park we will walk on different trails which are good for spotting different kinds of 
ds and we'll also make a stop on the watch towers, which gives a 360 degree view of the 

After the walk we will head to some place to grab coffee or breakfast and have a photo review 
g and challenges faced while photographing 



Starts At 

Okhla Bird Sanctuary (Gate 2) 

Extra 

Park Entry: Rs. 30 for Indian National and Rs. 350 for Foreign National; Carry 200-300 Rs. extra 
for coffee/breakfast 

Suited For 

Amateur Photographers with DSLR, Professional Photographers 

Notes 

Be prepared for weather and walking. Bring water and a fruit / pack of buscuits, and cameras or 
other viewing equipment as needed. 

 

 

  


